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The Chicago Fire Soccer Club (9-12-11, 38 points) battled FC Cincinnati (6-22-4, 22 points) to a 0-0 draw at Nippert 
Stadium on Saturday night. The result extends a three game unbeaten streak, as well as a second consecutive clean 
sheet by goalkeeper Kenneth Kronholm. With a point gained from the draw, the Fire currently sit within three points of 
a playoff position with two games remaining in the regular season.

Chicago created an early chance to score from a set piece in the ninth minute. Receiving a short corner from midfielder 
Brandt Bronico, midfielder Nicolás Gaitán whipped a dangerous cross to the near post for defender Francisco Calvo, 
who headed the ball just over the target.

Two minutes before halftime, the Fire, 
who outshot FCC 16-10, came danger-
ously close to breaking through and 
finding the opening goal. Fire captain Dax 
McCarty started the play with a long ball 
over the top for midfielder Przemysław 
Frankowski, who used his pace to run onto 
the pass. The Polish international, who 
played several dangerous crosses in the 
first half, sent another threatening ball 
into the 18-yard box for forward Nemanja 
Nikolić, whose first-time shot was knocked 
wide by a last-second challenge from defender Mathieu Deplagne.

Chicago dominated the first half with six shots (to FCC's three) and six corner kicks (to FCC's zero).

The Fire, who controlled possession 54-46 in the match, created another good scoring opportunity in the 60th minute, 
as the Men in Red continued to put the home side under pressure. After combining with defender Bastian Schweinstei-
ger and Bronico, defender Johan Kappelhof cut the ball back inside the 18-yard box to Nikolić, who knocked his final 
effort just high of the target.

FC Cincinnati were forced to make 36 clearances in the match.

Two minutes after entering the game, midfielder Aleksandar Katai narrowly missed the target with the Fire’s 11th shot 
of the match. After combining with Nikolić, Katai curled a first-time shot that went just wide of the far post in the 68th 
minute.

With the Fire pushing for the go-ahead goal late in the match, FC Cincinnati found a chance against the run of play and 
Kronholm was forced to make his first save of the game in the 79th minute. The goalkeeper dove to his right to push 
forward Roland Lamah’s shot wide of the target to keep the score level. Kronholm, who finished the match with three 
total saves, recorded his fifth clean sheet of the season.

After pinning Cincinnati deep in their own half, the Fire created another solid opportunity in the 91st minute. Another 
cross into the box from Chicago forced a poor clearance from the Cincinnati defense. Reacting to the clearance, Katai 
pounced on the ball on the left side of the 18-yard box and fired a shot that went high of the target. Katai’s shot proved 
to be the Fire’s 16th and final attempt of the match, as the referee blew the final whistle in the fourth minute of stop-
page time.

Looking ahead, the Fire will return to SeatGeek Stadium to host Toronto FC on Sunday, Sept. 29. Scheduled to begin 
at 4:00 p.m. CT, the match will be broadcast live on ESPN+ and transmitted locally in Spanish on Univision Radio 93.5 
Latino Mix.

CREDIT: CHICAGO FIRE SOCCER CLUB

Chicago Fire Battles FC Cincinnati to 0-0
 Draw at Nippert Stadium
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The New York Red Bulls snapped a three-match losing streak and secured three massive points, defeating the Portland 
Timbers, 2-0, at Providence Park Wednesday night.

Playing with intensity and desperation from the opening whistle, the Red Bulls were rewarded with the game’s opening 
goal just three minutes after kickoff.

Making his first appearance since four consecutive starts from June 8 to July 7, Kyle Duncan struck for his first MLS goal 
as the fullback ran onto a Josh Sims cross and hammering it past Steve Clark first time.

Duncan then helped set up an insurance goal in second-half stoppage time from the penalty spot by Danny Royer. The 
fullback intercepted a ball in the defensive third and would then send a ball to Marc Rzatkowski at the edge of the 18-
yard box. The German midfielder took a touch into the box where he was fouled by Jorge Moreira. 

Moments after Duncan's goal, the Red Bulls nearly made it 2-0 when Clark parried Sims’ shot into the path of Rzatkows-
ki, whose shot was blocked and Tom Barlow’s followup attempt was cleared off the line by Bill Tuiloma.

The Timbers had a golden chance at a 19th minute equalizer, when Diego Valeri fed an open Diego Chara, but the de-
fensive midfielder put his open attempt over Luis Robles and off the crossbar.

Jeremy Ebobisse had two chances to level after the break, but headed directly into Robles off a corner kick and then 
slipped an open shot wide of the net after latching onto a Sebastian Blanco long ball in the 82nd minute.

Goals

3’ — RBNY — Kyle Duncan
90’+6’ — RBNY — Danny Royer (PK) 

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: The Red Bulls were reeling, 
but Chris Armas rolled the dice and gave Dun-
can and Barlow rare starts and it was a mas-
terclass for the embattled coach. They are on 
the precipice of the playoffs and moved within 
a point of Toronto FC and D.C. United. The 
Timbers, meanwhile, were shut out for a second 
straight game at Providence Park and slipped 
below the playoff line with four games to play.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: On Sunday, the Timbers hit the woodwork twice. Fast forward and they remained the gang 
that couldn’t shoot straight. This late miss by Ebobisse was especially shocking.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Duncan was brilliant. He not only scored his first MLS goal to set the tone, but he also made a 
key interception late and played the ball to Rzatkowski that resulted in Royer’s insurance PK. Sims also deserves a shout 
for his best game in a Red Bulls uniform to date.

Next Up
POR: Sunday, September 22 vs. Minnesota United FC (3:55 pm ET ESPN, TSN2)
RBNY: Sunday, September 22 vs. Philadelphia Union (6:30 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in US, on DAZN in Canada)

CREDIT:  Dylan Butler                   Contributor

Portland Timbers 0, New York Red Bulls 2
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Substitute striker Fredy Montero found a header at the death to help Vancouver Whitecaps FC salvage a 1-1 draw 
against Columbus Crew SC at BC Place on Saturday afternoon.

Though it looked as if the 'Caps might get on the board first, given positive play throughout the first half, especially 
from Inbeom Hwang, it was the Crew SC who engineered an opener. Pedro Santos got off a shot that Zac MacMath par-
ried away, but Santos got on the rebound, pressed toward goal, and MacMath tripped him while attempting to defend. 
MacMath was given the yellow and faced down Gyasi Zardes on the PK; though he guessed the right way, Zardes got 
enough power on it for his 13th goal of the year.

A pair of Canadian nationals, Theo Bair and Tosaint Ricketts, nearly combined for the equalizer in the 54th minute. Bair 
set up Ricketts for a shot that Crew SC defender Aboubacar Keita was able to deflect onto the post and into the arms on 
an on-the-ground Eloy Room.

But it was Marc dos Santos' two offensive subs midway through the half, Montero and Michaell Chirinos, that finally 
paid off. With time ticking down 
to the final whistle, and precious 
little happening for the 'Caps of-
fense, Montero was able to find 
room to operate inside the box, 
heading an arcing ball past Room 
to finally get the home side level.

Goals
18' – CLB – Gyasi Zardes (PK) 
90' + 4' – VAN – Fredy Montero

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: For the Crew 
SC, it looked until the very end of 
the match they'd keep their slim 
playoff hopes alive. By the match's end, they found themselves rooting for Real Salt Lake, as a New England win or 
tie would officially end Columbus' chances at the post-season. The Whitecaps, of course, are already out of the playoff 
picture, and will face the Galaxy next week without Ali Adnan, who picked up the magic yellow card to keep him out a 
match due to yellow card accumulation.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: It didn't look like it was coming, but Montero's game-tying header at the very end gave the 
home fans something to be happy about.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Pedro Santos had a solid full 90, setting up the PK that looked like it'd hold up for the win, and 
being lively when he wasn't being a direct threat.

Next Up
VAN: Sunday, Sept. 29 at LA Galaxy (7:30 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+, TSN4 in Canada)
CLB: Sunday, Sept. 29 vs. Philadelphia Union (5 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+, DAZN in Canada)

CREDIT:    Phil West            Contributor

Vancouver Whitecaps 1, Columbus Crew SC 1
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FC Dallas held the Seattle Sounders to only three efforts on target and earned a gritty and rare 0-0 draw on Wednesday 
night at CenturyLink Field, moving back above the Western Conference playoff line in the process.

With the Portland Timbers losing at home to the New York Red Bulls, Dallas swaped places with Portland into seventh in 
the West with their result.

They also snapped a string of eight league losses at Seattle, earning just their fifth MLS point in 12 visits there overall. 

Xavier Arreaga was sent off late in the second half for the Sounders due to a second bookable offense, as his side were 
shut out at home for the first time this 
season.

Seattle remain second in the Western 
Conference with three matches re-
maining, two points ahead of a Min-
nesota United team that has four left 
to play.

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: Dallas are far from 
comfortable in their position above the 
playoff line, especially considering the 
Timbers have a game left in hand. But 
given their past history at Seattle, this 
was definitely a moral victory. That's 
not even to mention their defensive 
turnaround from their last time out, in 
which they conceded four goals before 
halftime in a 4-0 loss at the Chicago 
Fire.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: Seattle's 
best chance to get to FCD might have 
been their earliest, when Joevin Jones 
whipped in a ball from the left that 
both Cristian Roldan and Raul Ruidiaz 
may have done better with on a differ-
ent day.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Joevin Jones. It was too hard to pick out one stellar performer for Dallas' defense, and not much 
was asked of Jesse Gonzalez or Stefan Frei. The Sounders didn't do nearly enough with their majority share of posses-
sion, but Jones' work on the left flank was at the root of three of their four best chances.

Up Next
SEA: Sunday, Sept. 22 at D.C. United (8 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in the US and on DAZN in Canada)
DAL: Sunday, Sept. 22 vs. New York City FC (6 pm ET | UniMas, Twitter, TUDN)

CREDIT: Ian Quillen                      Contributor

Seattle Sounders 0, FC Dallas 0
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The New England Revolution pressed and probed, but couldn't find the elusive and needed goal as the hosts drew heav-
ily rotated Real Salt Lake, 0-0, Saturday night at Gillette Stadium.

The first scoring chance came early with Carles Gil cutting the ball onto his left foot and putting a curling effort that 
skimmed off the crossbar and out in the 7th minute.

Gustavo Bou was lively off the substitute’s bench. He was set up nicely in the box from a Juan Agudelo layoff. But his 
68th-minute shot was blocked well. Ten minutes later, Bou sent a driven ball in front of the goal that deflected out for a 
goal kick. 

After DeJuan Jones came close to the winner, Brandon Bye latched onto a Gil free kick and headed off the frame in the 
85th minute. Wilfried Zahibo's rebound was blocked before RSL was able to clear.

Damir Kreilach had Real Salt 
Lake's best chance with a danger-
ous free kick in the 75th minute, 
but it was blocked by the New 
England wall.

Goals
None

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: Birthday boy 
Bruce Arena labeled the game a 
must win. He wasn’t pleased at 
halftime and surely the same was 
true at the full-time whistle. The 
Revs, pending Orlando City SC's 
result against the Houston Dy-
namo, are still two points above 
the playoff line in the East. Freddy 
Juarez rolled the dice with a heavy 
rotation ahead of a vital home 
game Wednesday at Rio Tinto Sta-
dium against the LA Galaxy and it 
paid off.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: This 
was the wildest sequence of a 
second-half heavily tilted in the Revs’ attacking third.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Bou picked up a knock during the week at training and was limited to a substitute’s appearance, 
but when he came on the Argentine Designated Player was a threat with every touch. He probably deserved a late win-
ner, but he skied it into Patriot Place.

Next Up
NE: Wednesday, September 25 at Portland Timbers (10:30 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in US, on DAZN in Canada)
RSL: Wednesday, September 25 vs. LA Galaxy (9:30 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in US, on DAZN in Canada)

CREDIT: Dylan Butler                           Contributor

New England Revolution 0, Real Salt Lake 0
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Carlos Vela converted from the penalty spot deep into second-half stoppage time for his MLS leading 29th goal of the 
season to help LAFC salvage a 1-1 draw against Toronto FC at Banc of California Stadium on Saturday night.

Vela converted after Chris Mavinga scissored down Latif Blessing inside the penalty area. Referee Ted Unkel initially 
awarded only a corner, but changed his ruling following a Video Review.

The Supporters' Shield 
leaders are still in a skid 
of sorts, winless in their 
last five while drawing 
four, and now officially 
can't clinch the overall 
top seed this weekend.

Jozy Altidore set up 
Tsubasa Endoh early 
for Toronto, who still 
clinched their place 
in the Audi 2019 MLS 
Cup Playoffs via the 
Montreal Impact's loss 
across town against the 
LA Galaxy.

The Reds are now unbeaten in their last eight matches, their longest such stretch since going 11 without a loss during a 
2017 campaign season that ended in an MLS Cup title. But this time around, five of those eight results are draws.

Goals

19' - TOR - Tsubasa Endoh 
90'+5 - LAFC - Carlos Vela (PK)

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: Carlos Vela has now scored eight times from the penalty spot in 2019 in 10 attempts in league play. 
Atlanta United's Josef Martinez also counted eight penalties among his MLS single-season record of 31 goals, posted 
last year.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: This will be one Chris Mavinga will want to have back, especially since he appeared to have 
situation covered had he not gone in for the challenge. While Unkel did not point to the spot in real time, on replay 
that's about as no-doubt as it gets.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Quentin Westberg. Kind of a tough decision here, but he kept his defense organized, had sure 
hands throughout, and made a couple potentially difficult saves look simple. In particular, his 50th-minute denial of Vela 
was much harder than it looked.

Up Next
LAFC: Wednesday, September 25 vs. Houston Dynamo (10:30 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in the US and on DAZN in 
Canada)
TOR: Wednesday, September 25 vs. Montreal Impact, CanChamp Final Leg 2 (7:30 pm ET | OneSoccer)

CREDIT:  Ian Quillen                 Contributor

LAFC 1, Toronto FC 1
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Zlatan Ibrahimovic helped lift the LA Galaxy into third place in the Western Conference following a 2-1 win over the 
Montreal Impact Saturday night at Dignity Health Sports Complex.

Ibrahimovic initially pulled within a goal of Golden Boot presented by Audi leader Carlos Vela with the opening goal in 
the 31st minute before Vela maintained his two-goal edge with the late equalizer in LAFC's 1-1 draw with Toronto FC.

Cristian Pavon started the sequence 
with chasing down a ball played long 
and cutting it back from the endline. 
Jonathan dos Santos ran onto it and fired a 
shot toward the net that first caromed off 
Uriel Antuna and then Ibrahimovic, who 
turned and fired in his 27th goal of the 
season from 8 yards out.

The goal was upheld following Video 
Review, which was used to determined if 
Pavon was in an offside position on the 
ball played behind.

Lassi Lappalainen leveled for the Impact 
in the 48th minute, latching onto a ball 
lofted behind the Galaxy defense by 
Saphir Taider and put his open header 
from nine yards out past David Bingham.

Two minutes later, though, the Galaxy went back in front through Antuna with Pavon again picking up the assist. The 
Argentine winger pressured Evan Bush on a pass played back to the goalkeeper and then chased the ball down in the 
corner, playing into the box. Ibrahimovic headed down to Antuna, who took it off his chest, but whiffed on his first 
chance, with Samuel Piette also missing a chance to clear, before scoring his fifth goal of the season.

Goals

31’ — LA — Zlatan Ibrahimovic
48’ — MTL — Lassi Lappalainen
50’ — LA — Uriel Antuna 

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: A week removed from being below the playoff line in the West, the LA Galaxy are now third in 
the West with three games to play — two against teams below the playoff line (Vancouver Whitecaps and Houston 
Dynamo). The Impact los their third straight game, yet are still three points below the line in the East with two games 
to play.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: This is how you respond after conceding the equalizer. Pavon gets a lion’s share of the 
credit here for his effort to create Antuna’s winner almost out of nothing.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Pavon was a beast, influential on every touch and putting in the hard work to pressure Bush on 
Antuna’s winning goal. He deserved a goal and came close on a few occasions.

Next Up
LA: Wednesday, September 25 at Real Salt Lake (9:30 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in US, on DAZN in Canada)
MTL: Sunday, September 29 vs. Atlanta United (5:00 pm ET | TVAS, TSN5, MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in US)

CREDIT:  Dylan Butler                  Contributor

LA Galaxy 2, Montreal Impact 1



Tommy Smith headed in Jack Price's corner kick five minutes from full time to complete the Colorado Rapids' comeback 
from two goals down and keep them mathematically alive for the postseason in a 3-2 victory over 10-man Sporting 
Kansas City at Children's Mercy Park on Saturday night.

Smith's winner followed him conceding an earlier own goal to put the Rapids in a 2-0 hole, shortly before SKC's Matt 
Besler was sent off to offer the Rapids a road back into the match.

From there, two former Kansas City 
players wstarted the response for 
Colorado, which has won four of five 
games since the arrival of new full-time 
manager Robin Fraser.

Kei Kamara found the net with a sen-
sational bicycle kick goal just before 
halftime for his 12th of the season, and 
then Diego Rubio leveled for his 10th 
— with an assist from Smith — with a 
quarter of an hour to play.

Gerso put SKC in front after only three 
minutes, and the hosts had doubled 
their lead 11 minutes later when Smith 
turned the ball into his own net while 
pressured by Krisztian Nemeth.

Kansas City's fortunes reversed drastically in the 20th minute when Besler comitted his second bookable offense, misfir-
ing on a clearance and catching Sam Nicholson's face with his boot.

Now it's SKC who could be officially out of the push for the Audi 2019 MLS Cup Playoffs depending on Sunday's results.

Goals
3' - SKC - Gerso                                14' - SKC - Tommy Smith (OG)                      42' - COL - Kei Kamara 
76' - COL - Diego Rubio                     85' - COL - Tommy Smith

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: Besler's ejection was the third of his career and by far his equickest. Previously, he was sent off after 
70 minutes of a home draw against the New York Red Bulls to open the 2015 season, and 75 minutes into an away win at 
Toronto FC in July of the previous year.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: Kamara seems a sure bet to be among the candidates for Week 29 Goal of the Week candi-
date after he posted up Botond Barath and unleashed this ferocious bicycle kick that left Tim Melia little chance. It was 
his fourth league goal in 13 matches against SKC. Between 2009 and 2013, he scored 38 goals for Kansas City in MLS 
play.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Tommy Smith. Much as the Rapids have appeared bent on redemption since Fraser's arrival, 
Smith also played like someone who wanted to personally make ammends after halftime. His hold-up play and layoff to 
set up Rubio's leveler was subtle but impressive, and the near-post header he won on his winner was emphatic.

Up Next
SKC: Wednesday, September 25 at Minnesota United (8 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in the US and on DAZN in Canada)
COL: Sunday, September 29 vs. FC Dallas (7:30 pm ET | MLS LIVE on ESPN+ in the US and on DAZN in Canada)

 
CREDIT:    Ian Quillen                 Contributor
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Sporting Kansas City 2, Colorado Rapids 3




